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Abstract
The measurement of power network running frequency is an important part of power quality test. For a variety of 
disturbances, anti-interfering and accuracy are required for the algorithm for frequency detecting. Benefited from 
FFT and efficient DSP chips, the Fourier transform algorithm can be used for reliable and efficient analysis of power 
network frequency. However, the spectrum leakage of FFT causes impact on the frequency detection accuracy, and 
the DSP’s processing capacity is also limited. Therefore, vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm based 
on fixed sampling rate and FFT points is discussed in this paper to handle the problem of impact caused by frequency 
leakage and to improve frequency detection accuracy. Good results can be achieved by using this algorithm as shown 
in the experiment.
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of ICAE2011.
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1. Introduction
The measurement of power network running frequency is an important part of power quality test. The 
cycle approach, standard signal method, analytic method and Fourier transform algorithm etc[1-4] can be 
used for measurement of frequency. For the running power network, due to a variety of disturbances, anti-
interfering and accuracy are necessary for the algorithm for frequency detecting. On one hand, the 
introduction of fast Fourier transform FFT algorithm brings the Fourier analysis from theory fields into 
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applications, greatly improving the efficiency of Fourier transform; on the other hand, following enhanced 
processing capacity of embedded chips, many companies (e.g., TI, AD, Freescale Inc.) have introduced 
corresponding digital processing chips, and provided libraries of DSP algorithm, so that applications 
based on digital signal processing are developed rapidly. Under this condition, the Fourier transform 
algorithm becomes a reliable and effective algorithm for analysis of the grid frequency. However, the 
embedded processor resources are limited, and the design of algorithm depends on the capacity of 
processors. For FFT algorithm, most manufacturers only provide 1024-point or less FFT assembly codes,
and the following problem exists: for fixed sampling rate Fs and N-point FFT transform, the frequency 
resolution which can be reached is Fs/N. To enhance the resolution, the number of FFT processing points 
N shall be increased, causing larger calculation amount. Moreover, the existing efficient FFT assembly 
codes shall be modified, increasing the difficulty of programming. On the condition of fixed sampling rate 
and N-point FFT algorithm, how to improve the frequency detection accuracy meeting the corresponding 
standard is the major subject of this paper.
2. Problem
For spectral leakage of FFT algorithm, setting the test signal as: 380*cos(2 *58.5 /10)tπ π+ ,
and conducting FFT analysis and the time vs spectrum are as shown below:
Fig. 1. single-cycle cosine waveform and specturm                                Fig. 2. FFT single spectrum line anslysis
As shown in above figure, sample the 500Hz, 300Hz and 150Hz signal respectively, it is shown in the 
time vs. spectrum that, although it satisfies the sampling theorem, but the frequency of the signal can not 
be accurately determined from the spectrum. The single cosine signal in the spectrum should be a single 
line ideally, but in this graph it is a spectral line with certain width, which is called spectral leakage. The 
frequency resolution is calculated using the following formula:
s
dev
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N
= , sf : sampling rate, N : FFT points           (1)
As the frequency of signal is just integer times of frequency resolution, then the frequency of signal in 
the spectrum graph is that for a single line. So if  =512Hz or  =256Hz, =1024, that is,   is equal to 0.5 or 
0.25Hz, the spectrum of the signal will display a single line, as shown Fig.2. The above comparing results 
clearly reflect impact of frequency resolution , sampling rate  and FFT calculation points on accuracy of 
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frequency. The resolution at various sampling rate is as following:
Resolution at 500Hz sampling rate: 500/1024=0.4883Hz;
Resolution at 300Hz sampling rate: 300/1024=0.2930Hz;
Resolution at 150Hz sampling rate: 150/1024=0.1465Hz;
Resolution at 512Hz sampling rate: 512/1024=0.5Hz;
Resolution at 256Hz sampling rate: 256/1024=0.25Hz;
The frequency of 58.5Hz test signal is not integer time of frequency resolution 0.4883Hz, 0.2930Hz or 
0.1465Hz, and spectrum leakage exists. Yet it is integer time of frequency resolution 0.5Hz or 0.25Hz, 
and no spectrum leakage exists.
3. Vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm
Under  the condition that the sampling theorem is satisfied, it can be seen from formula (1) that, the 
FFT calculation points and sampling rate can be increased to enhance frequency resolution. To increase 
the number of FFT points for enhancing the resolution, taking the calculation amount into consideration 
in actual engineering, 1024 or less points FFT algorithm can be used in general. In addition, subject to the 
sampling theorem, we shall not reduce the sampling rate arbitrarily. For improving of frequency 
positioning accuracy under these two conditions, the window-added vector decomposition method is 
given in this paper.
After spectral leakage is generated, the energy of frequency signal will be decomposed to the adjacent 
lines. According to Purcell Theorem formula (2), the energy within the time domain is equal to that in the 
frequency domain. Due to spectral leakage, the spectrum of a single line becomes that with certain width. 
In view of energy, they can be deemed as the sum and the component. In this way, the vector of the 
energy component is used in this paper, and then this vector is synthesized for precise positioning of 
frequency.
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( )X k is the DFT transformation result of ( )x n . To enhance accuracy and reduce computing 
complexity (using 64-point FFT instead of 1024-point FFT), window-added processing will be adopted 
for the signal. By reducing sidelobe energy leakage[5], the accuracy will be enhanced via vector 
decomposition. The sampling rate sf corresponds to the normalized digital frequency 2π , so the digital
frequency of each line is *2 / sf fπ . We can refer to the counter-clockwise rotation angle in Cartesian 
coordinate system; for the height of spectral line, refer to the line segments taking the origin as the 
starting point with length equal to the height of spectral line. Calculate the vector of each spectral line 
within the spectral width in this way, as shown the below Fig.3. 
In Fig.3. f0 corresponds to the spectral line with the maximum amplitude. f + corresponds to the 
adjacent spectral lines at right of f0. f - corresponds to the adjacent spectral lines at left of f0. The angle of 
the spectral line and Axis-0 corresponds to the frequency. More spectral lines can be added within the 
width. Calculate the sum of vector f + and f-, get f'; then calculate the sum of vector f' and f0, ultimately 
get the vector f. The angle of f and Axis-0 corresponds to the final corrected frequency. 3 spectral lines 
are analyzed in above diagram. And 5 or 7 odd spectral lines can be analyzed for further correction of the 
frequency. The farther of spectral lines away from the main line, the smaller the amplitude, and the 
smaller the correction of frequency. So we can select proper number of lines on demand (more lines will 
increase the amount of calculation).
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Fig.3. Vector of FFT spectral line
4. Results
4.1 Accuracy analysis
As the electrical equipments operate normally, the actual noise can be simulated using the Gaussian 
white noise. This test signal in this paper is set using sine signal plus Gaussian white 
noise. cos(2* * * ) ( )signal A pi freq t N tα= + + . The frequency of China's power grid is 50Hz. The 
frequency error in standard GB/T 15945-2008: The frequency error limit of power system under normal 
operating conditions is 0.2Hz. The capacity of single system is small, so the error limit can be 0.5Hz. In 
this paper, 49.5Hz - 50.5Hz frequency (step 0.01Hz) is tested. The frequency errors of the traditional FFT 
algorithm, the vector decomposition FFT algorithm and vector decomposition window-added FFT 
algorithm are compared as following:
Fig.4. Comparing of frequency errors of the three methods
It can be seen from the above figure, at 200Hz sampling rate, the maximum error of traditional FFT 
algorithm is 0.1Hz, that of vector decomposition FFT method is 0.05Hz, and that of vector decomposition 
window-added FFT method is 0.005Hz. The accuracy of frequency calculated using vector 
decomposition FFT algorithm is enhanced by 50%, and that using vector decomposition window-added 
FFT method is enhance by 90% or more. The accuracy of instruments in standard GB/T 15945-2008 
should not exceed 0.01Hz, so it is difficult to meet the requirements for traditional FFT algorithm. This 
requirement can be met using vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm as described in this 
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paper. The frequency resolution is subject to the sampling rate and FFT points. The accuracy is /Fs N ,
so we can adjust Fs and N to get a certain accuracy, but which would significantly affect the signal-
noise ratio, adverse to accuracy of other parameters. Moreover, for certain sampling theorem, the 
sampling rate can not be reduced arbitrarily. For general engineering, at least 4 points shall be sampled 
for each cycle, which is used in above figure.
4.2 Analysis of noise suppression
Compared with the time-domain method, the vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm 
features good noise suppression capability. The result of noise suppression using the method in this paper 
is as shown below:
Table 1 Analysis of noise suppression using vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm at 50.1Hz -200Hz sampling points
No Noise level to signal amplitude, % Frequency  test result  Hz Frequency error Hz
1 10% 50.1013 0.0013
2 20% 50.1007 0.0007
3 30% 50.1020 0.0020
4 40% 50.1050 0.0050
5 50% 50.1029 0.0029
Table 2 Analysis of noise suppression using vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm at 49.9Hz -200Hz sampling points
No Noise level to signal amplitude, % Frequency  test result  Hz Frequency error Hz
1 10% 49.8992 -0.0008
2 20% 49.8992 -0.0008
3 30% 49.9002 -0.0002
4 40% 49.8984 -0.0016
5 50% 49.8999 -0.0001
We can see from above analysis that, the vector decomposition window-added FFT algorithm features 
strong noise suppression, basically independent of the noise, which is its advantage compared with the 
time-domain method. Although the time-domain method is simple with low calculation amount, but 
sensitive to noise. Considering reliable and stable operation of the system in actual environment, this 
method is not reliable.
4.3 Real-time analysis
Floating-point calculation is used frequently for frequency analysis, so it is recommended to choose 
embedded chips with floating-point unit (which can effectively enhance the computational efficiency). 
TMS320F28335 chip is used in this paper[6], which contains floating point units. Enhanced IEEE single-
precision floating-point units are used in addition to original 28 series fixed-point processors, adopting 
improved Harvard structure (bus with 6 groups of addresses) and pipeline technology to perform parallel 
operation of execution of instructions and data read/write at high speed (most instructions can be 
completed in single-cycle) at 150MHz clock speed. The development of program, simulation and 
debugging can be completed quickly and efficiently in CCS integrated development environment 
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supplied by TI. The calculation using this algorithm in TMS320F28335 will need 77827 cycles 
(debugged in CCS3.3 integrated development environment), which is 77827× (1/(150*10^6))= 
5.1885×10^(-4) Sec. or 0.519 ms. It can be inferred that the real-time requirements can be met at 1ms 
interval (sampling rate of 1KHz: 9 harmonic analysis can be completed). More complex algorithms can 
be completed at the task-level. The entire system can run effectively and stably.
5. Conclusions
The spectral leakage of FFT algorithm is analyzed in detail in this paper. Based on FFT algorithm, the 
usage of vector decomposition window-added algorithm can effectively enhance the detection accuracy 
of power frequency. Moreover, this method is not subject to detection of 50Hz power network, applicable 
for high-precision detection of various frequencies of power network. Combining the major special 
research "Research on smart power grid equipment network access test, specifications and hand-over 
standards" for China’s South Grid by Guangxi Power Grid Electric Power Research Institute, the research 
results in this paper have been fully verified with good effect.
It needs further research on how to use this method in embedded chips more effectively for practical 
applications.
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